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1. Preface
The aim of this report has been to investigate Norwegian consumers’ attitudes towards the use of gene
editing in livestock and crop plants in Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture. The knowledge obtained
here will be used as a steering tool for the industry-led research project GENEinnovate, of which the
survey is a part. In addition, a good knowledge base can contribute to an informed public debate and
future-oriented policy.
GENEinnovate is a collaboration between Norsvin, Geno, AquaGen, Graminor, the Norwegian University
of Life Sciences (NMBU) and the Norwegian Biotechnology Advisory Board to establish research
collaborations and build expertise on gene editing in livestock, fish and plants in Norway. The project is
funded by the Norwegian Research Council (project no. 281928) and by the industry partners in the
project. The study on which the report is based was carried out as part of the work package for which
the Norwegian Biotechnology Advisory Board is responsible. The Norwegian Biotechnology Advisory
Board is an independent body appointed by the government that gives advice on issues concerning the
use of biotechnology and genetic engineering and contributes to public information and debate.
Sigrid Bratlie (former senior advisor at the Norwegian Biotechnology Advisory Board, now special
advisor at the Norwegian Agricultural Cooperatives and project member of GENEinnovate) has led the
work and had the main responsibility for designing the questions and content for the focus group
interview guide and the survey questionnaire, analysed the survey data, prepared the results and wrote
the report. Hilde Mellegård, senior adviser of the Norwegian Biotechnology Advisory Board, has also
contributed to the development of the interview guide and survey questionnaire as well as editing the
report. The rest of the GENEinnovate project group contributed with scientific advice during the
preparation of the study and the completion of the report.
Data collection, both in focus groups and in the population survey, was carried out by Ipsos, a company
that performs market analyses and opinion polls. The project manager was Arild Sæle. Ellisiv Bergheim
was responsible for the qualitative study. She led the discussions in the focus groups and compiled the
results afterwards. Linn Sørensen Holst was responsible for the quantitative population survey. Jan
Behrens contributed to the development and quality assurance of the content of the questionnaires.
Thanks to Knut Liestøl, Professor of Bioinformatics at the University of Oslo, for providing guidance in
choosing statistical methods. Thanks also to researcher Audun Fladmoe at the Institute of Social
Research, Oslo, for guidance in the study design and to former Director of the Norwegian Biotechnology
Advisory Board Ole Johan Borge for his helpful reflections on the planning of the study.

Published 2 April 2020
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2. Summary
This report presents results from a population survey of Norwegian consumers’ attitudes towards the
use of gene editing in Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture. The data are from 2016 respondents,
nationally representative of age, gender and geographical region, from the Ipsos online panel.
The key findings are:
• Norwegian consumers know quite a lot about genetically modified food, but only about half

have heard about gene editing (often called CRISPR).
• Norwegian consumers' attitudes toward the use of gene editing (which in this context is

defined as targeted genetic changes without insertion of new DNA) depend on the purpose and
what the product it is used for. The majority are positive about using gene editing in Norwegian
agriculture and aquaculture for purposes that are perceived to promote societal benefit and
sustainability. Examples include reducing pesticide use and crop losses in plants, climate
adaptation of crop plants, increasing nutrient content in crop plants, increasing crop plant yields,
improving animal and fish health and reducing the environmental impact of the aquaculture
industry. However, most consumers are negative about using gene editing for purposes that are
not perceived to be of significant benefit to society or which may impact animal welfare
negatively, such as changing the appearance of animal and plant products or enhancing
production traits in livestock.
• Most Norwegian consumers are in favour of using gene editing in organic food production if it

allows crops to be cultivated without pesticides.
• Most are somewhat or very worried that the use of gene editing in plants or livestock could

pose risks to health and the environment.
• Consumers’ attitudes and levels of trust depends on who is behind the development of

products. Consumers are more positive about gene edited products developed by Norwegian
researchers and breeding companies for the Norwegian market than they are about genetically
modified products developed by international producers for the global market.
• Consumers have a fairly high level of trust that gene edited products developed by Norwegian

researchers and breeding companies are beneficial to society and that they are safe for health
and the environment when they have been approved by Norwegian authorities.
• A large majority of consumers think that labelling is important, but the label should also contain

information about which genetic technology has been used, why it was used and which trait has
been changed.
• Consumers prefer foods that are not gene edited if they can choose from relatively similar

products, but they are not willing to pay very much extra for non-gene-edited foods. Consumers’
willingness to pay extra for gene edited foods with benefits that they think are important is also
fairly low.
• More consumers think that it may be unethical not to use gene editing to address important

societal challenges than those who do not.
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• Norwegian consumers regard gene editing and genetic modification as more unnatural than

traditional breeding, but they do not distinguish between the two types of genetic technology in
terms of naturalness. Perception of naturalness is linked to acceptance of gene editing in crop
plants and livestock, and the level of knowledge affects this perception.
• Knowledge is crucial for acceptance and trust. Our results indicate that Norwegian consumers

with the most knowledge about genetic engineering and genetics are the most positive about
using gene editing in agriculture and aquaculture and have the most trust in product developers
and authorities that approve products.

The main conclusions from the population survey are that the majority of Norwegian consumers are
positive about sustainable and societally beneficial use of gene editing in Norwegian agriculture and
aquaculture. However, many consumers are concerned about risk, although they have fairly high
confidence that gene edited products approved by the Norwegian authorities are safe for health and
the environment. Consumers also want information about product traits that makes it easier for them
to choose. The results also show that there is a need for knowledge building about genetic technology
and food in the general population.
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4. Introduction and background
Gene editing has the potential to contribute to sustainable food production. Possible benefits of gene
editing in livestock and crop plants include increased yields and better utilisation of resources,
improved plant and animal health, reduced need for pesticides and fertilizers and increased nutritional
content and durability of the food. However, there is considerable debate about the consequences of
using genetic engineering for health, the environment and global food power. The public debate
impacts research, technology development, policy and regulations and should therefore be knowledge
based. The aim of this report is to contribute to such knowledge by surveying Norwegian consumers’
attitudes toward the use of gene editing in livestock and crop plants in Norwegian agriculture and
aquaculture.

The public debate about genetically modified food has a decades-long history. Genetic engineering of
plants, animals and microorganisms was first developed in the 1970s, and genetically modified crops
have been on the international market since the 1990s. Most often, such ‘classical’ genetic modification
involves transferring genes from one organism to another, often from one species to another. Most
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) on the global market today are crop plants that tolerate
different types of pesticides and/or produce toxins against insects. These are developed for large,
commercial markets.
Genetically modified food currently is and has long been a contentious issue, especially in Europe.
There is a widespread notion that European consumers oppose GMOs. A Eurobarometer survey from
2010 showed that 61 per cent of Europeans disagreed that the development of genetically modified
food should be encouraged, and a similar percentage responded that genetically modified food worried
them [1]. A survey carried out by Consumption Research Norway (SIFO) in 2017 on behalf of the
Network for GMO-Free Food and Feed, hereafter named the SIFO study, showed that most Norwegian
consumers are opposed to genetically modified food [2]. The focus of these surveys has been on
‘classical’ genetic modification and commercial products currently available on the international market
but not in Norway.

In recent years, new genetic engineering techniques termed gene editing have been developed. The
most well-known of these, which is also the focus the GENEinnovate research project, is CRISPR. Since
its development in 2012, the technology has been adopted rapidly in both academia and commercial
research and development. Gene editing is cheaper and simpler to use than ‘classical’ genetic
modification and enables a greater range of genetic changes to be made. Gene editing is also more
targeted than older techniques. In principle, gene editing allows any change in the genetic sequence in
any cell type or organism. Multiple changes can also be made in parallel [3,4]. The simplest and most
widespread application of gene editing in crop plant and livestock research and development today is
genetic alterations that mimic naturally occurring changes or changes that can or in theory could be
obtained by conventional breeding methods. Such changes may improve a number of traits in plants
and animals. Much of the on-going research is on applications for improved plant and animal health.
These developments have also led to a diversification and increase in the number of stakeholders
involved in research and innovation in the field. See the box below for further information on gene
editing, genetic modification and traditional breeding as well as a brief description of regulations.
6

BOX: Methods for developing crop plants and livestock, and products thereof, with new
traits
Traditional breeding through crossing:
For organisms that propagate through sexual reproduction, the offspring is a genetic mix of its two
parents, with half of its DNA coming from each. This enables beneficial traits from different individuals
to be combined. At the same time, other undesirable properties are also inherited. These can be
removed over time through new crossings over several generations. New traits often arise from
spontaneous mutations – random changes in the genetic sequence caused by, for example, UV radiation
from the sun or errors that occur when a cell divides in two. In animals and plants, usually a few dozen
mutations occur from one generation to the next. Some mutations lead to functional changes, which
can be either positive or negative for the organism, while most have little or no effect.
Regulation: Plants and animals, as well as products thereof, produced by traditional breeding are not
regulated specifically, but they are subject to general provisions on food safety, animal welfare, etc.
‘Classical’ genetic modification:
The first methods of genetic modification, developed in the 1970s and 1980s, are based on isolating and
inserting genes into the DNA of a cell. Different methods are available for getting the gene into the cell.
In plants, bacteria are often used as carriers of the genetic material, or it can be transferred using
chemicals, electricity or a so-called ‘gene gun’. In animal cells, chemicals or electricity are also used, or
the genetic material can be injected through microinjection or transferred using a virus. It is often
difficult to control where in the DNA a gene is inserted and how many copies are inserted.
Regulation: In addition to general regulations that apply to all food-producing plants and animals,
genetically modified plants and animals are regulated under specific regulations for GMOs. This involves
assessment of health and environmental risk. In Norway, GMOs must also be assessed according to the
criteria of societal benefit, sustainability and ethics under the Gene Technology Act.
Gene editing with CRISPR:
Gene editing enables more targeted changes to be made to the genetic material than are possible with
classic genetic modification. The process involves enzymes that recognise a specific DNA sequence and
create a cut in the DNA. During the subsequent repair process initiated by the cell, DNA can be removed,
replaced or inserted in the cut zone, thus enabling specific changes to be made. In this way, genetic
traits from different individual organisms can be combined without other undesired traits that occur
during traditional crossbreeding. In this study, we have defined gene editing as genetic changes that
mimic those that arise spontaneously in nature or changes that can be obtained through traditional
breeding (e.g. inserting genes from one potato variety into another potato variety). In these cases, no
genetic sequences from other species are inserted, and the result therefore differs from that of ‘classical’
genetic modification. The precision of the gene editing depends on the type of organism, the sequence
that is targeted and which CRISPR method variant is used.
Regulation: There are different regulations for gene-edited organisms in different parts of the world. In
some places, such as the US and Australia, gene edited plants without inserted DNA are not regulated
differently from plants produced by traditional breeding. In Norway and the EU, however, all gene
edited organisms are classified as GMOs and must be approved according to the same criteria as
’classical’ GMOs.
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Developments in both the technological possibilities and the range of applications have renewed the
public debate about genetically modified food, and important nuances are emerging. For example,
public perceptions depend on whether or not the genetic change crosses species barriers as well as on
product characteristics [5,6,7,8]. Recent findings also indicate that the purpose of genetically
engineering plants and animals is important. For example, a substantial majority (71 per cent) of UK
consumers are positive about using genetic engineering for improving animal health or for reducing the
environmental impact of agriculture, whereas a minority (33 per cent) are positive about using genetic
engineering when the purpose is primarily to increase the producer’s profits. The study, conducted in
2017 by The Royal Society in the UK [9], is, as far as we know, the only published survey that specifically
looks at consumer attitudes toward new genetic technologies such as gene editing. Norwegian
consumers’ attitudes about gene editing have not yet been studied. Such knowledge could be an
important element in the public debate and for research and innovation in Norway.

In the research project GENEinnovate, scientists, bioindustries and the public sector are working
together to investigate whether gene editing can contribute to sustainable food production in
Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture.
The four industry partners, Norsvin, Geno, AquaGen and Graminor, are leading bioindustries in crop
plant and livestock genetics in Norway and represent both the agricultural and aquaculture sectors.
Several of them also have significant international markets. All use genomics (information about the
genetic sequence) in their breeding programmes and have several research programmes for better
understanding the genetics underlying different traits. Breeding and genetics are important tools for
the development of sustainable food production, increased food security and to ensure
competitiveness.
To better understand which gene variants are important and possibly integrate them into their
breeding programs, the industry partners want to build expertise and develop gene editing technology.
If successful, the method can make breeding more efficient and more precise than it is today. The main
aim of GENEinnovate is to conduct research to improve plant and animal health. Examples are potatoes
that are resistant to late blight, pigs and cattle that are resistant to infectious disease and salmon that
are resistant to sea lice. The Norwegian University of Life Sciences (NMBU) is a key partner that will lead
the work on developing technology platforms that can be used in the various work packages.
Since gene editing is a controversial topic, GENEinnovate will also engage in public dialogue and
promote transparency and open communication about on-going research and related aspects. The
Norwegian Biotechnology Advisory Board is responsible for this part of the project. This collaboration
could help the breeding companies to understand and build competence on gene editing in a way that
is in line with societal values and political and regulatory guidelines. The survey presented here is part
of this work.
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5. Methods
In this chapter, we describe the methods and data collection in the study. We conducted two surveys: a
qualitative survey with focus groups and a quantitative population survey.

The qualitative study was first and foremost exploratory with the aim of uncovering relevant nuances
and causes of different attitudes towards genetic technologies. It was also used to inform the design of
the population survey questionnaire.
The focus groups were conducted on 23–24 October 2019 at the Oslo, Norway office of the market
analysis company Ipsos. The sample consisted of a total of 20 respondents from the Oslo area, recruited
through Ipsos' online panels and Facebook campaign. The criterion for participation was that the
respondents must have heard about genetic technology. The selection was made to ensure even
distribution between respondents who were initially positive, neutral or negative about the use of
genetic technology. The respondents were divided into four groups of five with participants of both
genders:
•
•
•
•

Group 1: Men/women aged 20–34 years, Low to medium education
Group 2: Men/women aged 20–34 years, Higher education
Group 3: Men/women aged 35–55, Low to medium education
Group 4: Men/women aged 35–55, Higher education

The sample consisted of 2016 respondents, randomly drawn from Ipsos’ online panel of approximately
50,000 people aged 18+. The sample was nationally representative for gender, age and geographical
region. However, the level of education was somewhat higher than the population average, which is
common for a standard sample from Ipsos' online panel. Furthermore, the sample cannot be assumed
to be representative in terms of ethnicity, culture and minority groups.
In cases where respondents were asked to respond to several questions on the same topic, the
questions were presented in random order to avoid order effects.
After an initial mapping of background knowledge, the respondents were presented with three brief
informational texts explaining the principles behind traditional breeding, genetic modification and gene
editing. The purpose was to ensure that the respondents had a sufficient knowledge base to be able to
answer questions on various issues related to the use of gene editing in Norwegian agriculture and
aquaculture. However, we wanted to keep the information to a minimum and avoid technical details to
ensure that the respondents’ attitudes were as representative as possible for what can be expected in
the general population. The texts were as follows:
Traditional breeding, used since the Stone Age
All plants, animals and microorganisms contain thousands of genes (DNA) that determine their traits. In
nature, genetic changes arise naturally that cause the traits to change. This is used to breed crops and
livestock with desirable traits, which is done by crossing individuals with different desired traits. This is
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the way humans around the world have adapted plants and animals to agriculture for thousands of
years.
‘Classic’ genetic modification from the 1970s and 1980s
This method was developed by scientists in the 1970s and 1980s. It involves transferring genes from
one organism to another, often between species. The method has mostly been used to transfer genes
from bacteria to plants to make the plants more tolerant to herbicides or resistant to insects, which
allows bigger crops.
Gene editing, the latest method
This method makes it possible to make targeted changes to the DNA, for example, removing, adding or
exchanging genes or parts of genes (a common method is called CRISPR). In the examples in this study,
gene editing refers to making genetic changes that mimic those that can happen by themselves in the
wild or the changes one could get through traditional breeding (e.g. inserting genes from one potato
variety into another potato variety). In these cases, no genes from other species are inserted. The
purpose of gene editing is to adapt plant and animal traits.
The full questionnaire from the population survey can be found in the Appendix. Tables with complete
frequencies for all questions, distributed across demographic variables, are available in Norwegian
upon request.

Various statistical tests were used to estimate the extent to which the results of the survey can be
assumed to be valid for the general Norwegian population.
• A repeated measures ANOVA was used to measure variations in the attitudes of each

respondent.
• A one-way ANOVA (multivariate, corrected with Fischer’s LSD), paired samples t-test or
independent samples t-test (bivariate) was used to compare the average values in different
groups.
• Correlation analyses (Pearson parametric test or Spearman non-parametric test) were used to
examine the correlation between attitudes and age as well as between self-reported knowledge
of and actual knowledge of genetic modification and related topics.
• A Chi-square test was used to compare sample frequencies.
Where numerical values calculated from graded variables (e.g. degree of positivity/negativity) formed
the basis for the analyses, ‘don't know’ responses were excluded because the variable cannot be
attributed to a meaningful value.
In all figures, the significance level is set to * = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.001
All analyses and figures were made in SPSS Statistics 26 from IBM [10].
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6. Results
In this study, we wanted to survey Norwegian consumers' attitudes toward different uses of gene
editing relevant to Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture in general, and to GENEinnovate in
particular. We also wanted to explore consumer attitudes and trust levels towards researchers,
producers and relevant authorities as well as aspects related to knowledge level, risk perception,
product labelling, willingness to pay and ethics. The results presented below are mainly from the
population survey. Some findings from the focus groups are included where they are considered
particularly relevant to elaborate or complement the quantitative data. The most interesting and
relevant findings are presented below.

Before going into specific attitudes toward gene editing, we wanted to map what basic knowledge the
respondents had about genetics, traditional breeding methods and genetic technology.

In the population survey, the respondents were first asked to classify their own knowledge of
genetically modified food and gene editing (Figure 1). Over 96 per cent have heard about genetically
modified foods, and over half state that they have some or a lot of knowledge. However, only about
half the respondents have heard about gene editing, and only 21 per cent state they have some or good
knowledge about this technology.

Figure 1: Consumers’
knowledge of genetically
modified food is
significantly better than
their knowledge of gene
editing (CRISPR). Results
from the total sample,
N=2016.
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To assess whether there is a correlation between respondents’ self-reported knowledge about
genetically modified foods and their actual knowledge of genetically modified foods and related topics,
they were asked to rate the trueness of four different items on a ten-point scale from mostly untrue to
mostly true. They could also choose the option ‘impossible to judge’. In general, there is good
agreement between the respondents' self-reported knowledge of genetically modified food and their
actual level of knowledge (Figure 2).

Figur 2: Agreement between self-reported knowledge of genetically modified food and actual
knowledge of genetic modification and related topics. On the X-axis is the ten-point scale ranging
from mostly untrue to mostly true (to the left of the dotted line), plus the option ‘impossible to judge’
(to the right of the dotted line). For each item, the respondents aswers are distributed according to
their self-reported knowledge of genetically modified food (per cent). Grey arrows indicate the most
correct answer for each item according to the best scientific knowledge base.
12

The items ‘traditional breeding has nothing to do with genes’ and ‘ordinary tomatoes have no genes,
while genetically modified tomatoes have genes’ are both false, and the respondents are more likely to
respond correctly the higher they rate their own knowledge of genetically modified foods. The item
‘research shows that the genetically modified products currently found on the international market are
safe to eat’ is — according to the majority of the scientific literature and food safety authorities —
mostly true [11], which is more often the response when the respondents report knowing more about
genetically modified foods. The exception is the item ‘there are approved genetically modified foods in
Norwegian food stores’, which many — regardless of their reported knowledge of genetically modified
foods — believe to be true, when in reality there are no legally sold genetically modified foods in
Norway. Although there is generally a good correlation between self-reported knowledge and actual
knowledge of genetically modified foods, it is worth noting that, within the group of those who answer
incorrectly on several of the items (those who specify a value at the opposite end of the scale than the
answer that is most correct), there is a majority who state they have good knowledge about genetically
modified foods. This indicates that there is a small sub-group that reports good knowledge of
genetically modified foods but has low actual knowledge or low trust in the science. We will return to
this group later in the report. It is also worth mentioning that, the less respondents report knowing
about genetically modified foods, the more often they respond that the items are impossible to judge,
or they place their answer in the middle of the scale. The results show that, with some exceptions and
variations, there is good agreement between self-reported knowledge about genetically modified foods
and related topics and their actual knowledge, noting certain reservations and limitations discussed in
Chapter 7.2 on the use of simplified measurement variables.

As described initially, studies have shown that Norwegians and other Europeans have long been
sceptical about genetically modified foods. However, few of the studies have differentiated between
different types of use of genetic engineering for different purposes, and the few that have done so have
largely focused on the specific GMOs that are on the international market. These products have not
been considered relevant for Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture, and they have not been produced
with new genetic technologies such as gene editing. However, recent studies have suggested that there
are important nuances in attitudes. For instance, it has been reported that consumers’ attitudes
depend on the purpose the technology is used for, what trait is being changed and the type of
organism. We wanted to investigate the attitudes of Norwegian consumers toward the use of gene
editing for purposes relevant to Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture in general, and to the
GENEinnovate project in particular. Therefore, the respondents were presented with ten different
hypothetical cases to evaluate. Both the purpose of the gene edit and a concrete example of a product
relevant to Norwegian agriculture or aquaculture were described for each case. It was important to
have a wide range in both purpose and type of product in order to find relevant nuances in attitudes
and to cover the fields of interest of all the different partners in GENEinnovate. We therefore chose five
cases for crop plants and five cases for livestock, and in both groups the cases covered a range of
purposes: plant and animal health, sustainability (e.g. climate adaptation or reduced environmental
impact), production traits (yield) and traits that can be perceived as more ‘trivial’ (colour).
Because there is varying knowledge of different breeding methods –traditional breeding, genetic
modification and gene editing – we presented the respondents with an informational text on each of
the three methods before asking questions about their attitudes (see description in section 4.2). In
particular, we wanted to point out that the type of gene editing that is relevant in GENEinnovate does
13

not involve inserting genes from other species, which is how ‘classic’ genetic modification has most
commonly been used, but rather genetic changes that can also be achieved with conventional breeding
methods.
Below we present the most important findings about Norwegians' attitudes toward different uses of
gene editing in Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture.

There is considerable variation in the respondents’ attitudes toward different uses of gene editing in
Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture (Figure 3). Overall, the majority are positive about applications
with a clear sustainability or societal benefit profile, in both crop plants and livestock.
The majority of the respondents are positive about using gene editing in crop plants for several
purposes. They are most positive about using gene editing to reduce pesticides and crop losses, such as
creating potatoes with improved resistance to late blight. In this case, over a quarter of the
respondents are very positive and almost 70 per cent are positive overall. Only about 13 per cent are
negative. Climate adaptation of crop plants, such as wheat that can better withstand drought or rainfall,
is another purpose that many respondents are positive about, with scores almost as high. Over half of
the respondents are also positive about using gene editing to improve the nutrient content of crop
plants, such as tomatoes with higher levels of vitamin C or antioxidants. A little under a quarter are
negative in this case.
Several purposes of gene editing in livestock also receive support from the respondents. The majority,
about 60 per cent, are positive about using gene editing to improve animal health, such as cows and
pigs resistant to infectious disease or salmon resistant to sea lice. Fewer than 20 per cent are negative
in these cases. Additionally, more than half of the respondents are positive about using gene editing to
reduce the environmental impact of aquaculture, such as sterile farmed salmon that cannot interbreed
with wild salmon if they escape. About 20 per cent are negative.
However, using gene editing for purposes that can be perceived as more ‘trivial’, in this case changing
the appearance of the products, was something a large majority of respondents feel negative about for
both crop plants and livestock. For example, 63 per cent are negative about changing the colour of
fruits and vegetables, and almost 70 per cent are negative about changing the fillet colour of salmon.
In most cases, the respondents do not distinguish between animals and plants in their attitudes when
the purpose was the same, i.e. the purpose of the use of the technology is more important than the
type of product in question. However, one purpose stood out: production traits. Nearly half of the
respondents are very or somewhat positive about using gene editing to develop high-yielding crop
plants, such as wheat with larger or more grains, while only 27 per cent say they are negative. In
contrast, only 20 per cent have positive attitudes toward using gene editing for increasing production
traits in livestock, such as cattle with increased muscle mass or milk production, while over half are
negative.
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Figure 3: Different attitudes toward gene editing for different purposes in crop plants and livestock in Norwegian agrigulture and aquaculture
among Norwegian consumers (weighted by gender, age and geopgraphical region). There are significant differences in attitudes for each
individual respondent (p<0.001, Repeated measures ANOVA).

The findings from the population survey largely reflect the findings from the focus groups, in which the
respondents’ attitudes also varied according to the purpose of the gene editing. Most of the
participants in the focus groups were, for example, positive about gene-edited late blight-resistant
potato and disease-resistant livestock but negative about increasing production traits in livestock.
However, some of the cases divided the respondents in the focus groups. One example is gene editing
to increase yield. Several respondents had negative attitudes toward using gene editing for applications
that primarily sought to increase the producer’s profit, which many perceived productivity/yield
improvements to represent. Others argued that high productivity/yield in livestock and crops is
necessary to limit land use for food production, which is important for sustainable development. It is
possible that the respondents in the population survey have similarly different perceptions of what
benefits or disadvantages increased production traits may have. There were also different views on
gene editing to improve nutritional content or increase shelf life in food products in the focus groups,
although the majority were positive. One concern was about the health effects of changing the
nutritional composition and shelf life of foods, for example, on the gut microbiota. Some also expressed
concern that a few ‘super foods’ could end up dominating the market and negatively impact food
product diversity.
The respondents in the focus groups emphasized different arguments in their assessments of gene
editing for different purposes, but some were prevalent: animal welfare, sustainability and consumer
benefit are aspects most of them were concerned about. The respondents also emphasized that
technologies such as gene editing can be used for both desirable and undesirable purposes, and its use
must be viewed in the context of larger policy issues related to, for example, food security, population
growth and the impact that various food production systems have on ecosystems, biodiversity and
sustainability in general.
In conclusion, the results from the population survey indicate that the majority of Norwegian
consumers have positive attitudes toward using gene editing for purposes that clearly contribute to
sustainability and societal benefit.
We also wanted to investigate whether there are relevant differences in attitudes between different
demographic groups. There is little variation and correlation between groups with different levels of
education and geographical distributions in our sample. However, there are other demographic factors
that influenced attitudes to some extent. The most relevant findings are listed below.

The distribution of attitudes toward different purposes/products across different age groups reveals a
weak but significant correlation between age and attitudes (Figure 4). In some cases, younger
consumers tend to be more positive than older ones. This is most evident in the cases in which the
majority of the respondents are negative (i.e. in cases where gene editing is used for purposes that can
be perceived as ‘trivial’, such as changing the appearance of plant and animal products, and for
improving production traits in livestock). A similar but somewhat weaker trend is also found in the
cases in which the majority of the respondents are positive (i.e. cases in which gene editing is used for
purposes that are more clearly beneficial to society or contributes to sustainable development). In
these cases, the younger consumers are also more positive than the older ones, but the differences are
smaller. In some cases, however, the positivity seems to first decrease and then subsequently increase
in the highest age groups.
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Figure 4: Age affects attitudes toward gene editing. In all cases exept one, there is a weak but significant correlation
between age and attitudes (**= p<0.01, ***= p<0.001, Spearman non-parametric correlation analysis). The data are
normalised to 100 per cent in each age group. N is between 294-397 in each group.
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The correlation between age and attitudes holds for all cases with one exception. In the case where
gene editing is used to reduce pesticide use and crop losses (e.g. potatoes that better resist late blight),
we find no significant differences: all age groups are about equally positive.
The findings largely reflect the attitudes of the focus groups, in which there were also differences
between the age groups. However, there are some nuances that emerged during the discussions that
are worth noting. For instance, younger participants were more concerned about animal welfare than
older ones, whereas older participants were more concerned than younger participants with direct
consumer benefits.
Our findings are consistent with those of other studies, which have also shown that younger consumers
are more positive than older consumers about using genetic modification and gene editing for various
purposes, including food production [2,9,12].

We next investigated whether gender has an impact on attitudes toward gene editing in Norwegian
agriculture and aquaculture. The results (Figure 5) show that women are slightly more sceptical than
men, but these differences are largest in the cases in which the majority of respondents are negative
(i.e. in cases where gene editing is used for purposes that can be perceived as more ‘trivial’, such as
changing the appearance of plant and animal products or increasing production traits in livestock).
Women are also slightly more negative than men about using gene editing to increase production traits
in plants, to reduce the environmental impact of the aquaculture industry and to increase the nutrient
content of plants, but the majority of both women and men are positive in these cases. For the other
cases the majority of the respondents have positive attitudes towards — gene editing to reduce
pesticides, climate adaptation of plants and improvement of livestock and fish health — there are no
significant differences between genders. These are purposes that can be perceived to have a clear
societal benefit or to contribute to increased sustainability and animal welfare. The findings correspond
well with the dialogue in the focus groups, where women expressed a somewhat greater scepticism
about the use of gene editing than men, but primarily for purposes that were perceived as negative or
that could be perceived as less useful to society. The SIFO study [2] showed that, amongst Norwegians,
women are generally more negative than men about genetically modified foods. Our results indicate
that the picture is in fact more nuanced.
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Men: N=977.
Women: N=1039.

Figure 5: Women are
more sceptical
toward gene editing
than men, but not for
purposes that the
majority are most
positive about (***=
p<0.001, Independent
samples t-test).

In the SIFO study [2], the researchers concluded that scepticism about GMOs increases with increasing
educational level. Our results show no such relationship. In fact, there is no correlation between
positivity or negativity toward various purposes for using gene editing between different educational
groups (data not shown). However, the level of education in our sample is not representative of the
population. Therefore, we rather wanted to investigate whether the level of knowledge about genetic
engineering and related topics is influential on attitudes toward the use of gene editing. Because there
is a good correlation between actual knowledge and self-reported knowledge, as mapped initially
(Figure 2), we use the variable 'knowledge about genetically modified food’ as a proxy (substitute
variable) for a broader level of knowledge. We also chose ‘knowledge of genetically modified food’
rather than ‘knowledge of gene editing (CRISPR)’ as our primary measurement variable, as only about
half of the respondents have heard of the latter, which could present challenges in the statistical
analyses. Furthermore, there is good agreement between the attitudes of these two groups, so the
results are assumed to be valid for the level of knowledge of both technologies.
The results from the two example cases are presented below, in which the majority of respondents are
positive and negative, respectively: gene editing for climate adaptation of crop plants and for changing
the appearance of animal products (Figure 6). In both cases, the respondents’ attitudes correlate with
their knowledge of genetically modified foods: the more knowledge they have about genetically
modified foods, the more positive the respondents are. The greatest impact can be seen in the
proportion of those who are ‘very positive’, which is significantly higher in the good knowledge group in
both cases. We also found a similar correlation in the other cases (data not shown).

Figure 6: Knowledge of genetic modification affects attitudes towards gene editing. In to
example cases where the majority are positive and negative, respectively, there is a significant
correlation between attitudes and knowledge of genetically modified food (**= p<0.01, ***=
p<0.001, Pearson parametric correlation analysis). The data are normalised to 100 per cent in
each knowledge group. N is indicated in the figure.
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Meanwhile, we also observe that the percentage who are ‘very negative’ about using gene editing for
climate adaptation is also highest among those who report having good knowledge about genetic
engineering and genetics. A 2019 study showed that, among Americans, the degree of resistance to
GMOs is correlated with increasing self-reported knowledge but decreasing actual knowledge [13]. Our
results indicate a similar trend (Table 1): Within the group that reports having good knowledge about
genetically modified foods, there is a difference in the actual knowledge level or trust in science
between those who are positive and negative about the use of gene editing. In this group, those who
are very negative about, for example, the use of gene editing for climate adaptation of plants know the
least about genetic engineering or have the least trust in science. In this sub-group, less than 20 per
cent state that it is mostly true that ‘research shows that GMO products found on the international
market are safe to eat’ (the three highest values on the truth scale), while nearly 70 per cent believe
this item to be mostly untrue (the three lowest values on the truth scale). These results differ clearly
from those of the sub-group who report having good knowledge of genetically modified foods and who
are positive about using gene editing for climate adaptation of plants, where the level of actual
knowledge or trust in science is significantly higher. In this group, over 70 per cent of the respondents
indicate that the item is mostly true, compared with only 5 per cent who say it is mostly untrue.
Differences in knowledge levels within the group reporting good knowledge of genetically modified
food are also present, but smaller, when the purpose of gene editing is one that the majority of
respondents feel negatively towards, such as changing the appearance of animal products. In these
cases, an equal proportion of those with negative attitudes judge the item about safety to be mostly
true and mostly untrue. Our results suggest that increased actual knowledge increases the acceptance
of gene edited products, especially for products that the majority of consumers perceive as positive.
However, it must be considered that there is a relatively small sample in the group of respondents who
have good knowledge of GMOs (N = 141). Further, we cannot make a definitive conclusion regarding
the causality of this correlation.

Table 1: Within the group of respondents who score their knowledge of genetically modified food
as good, positivity towards use of gene editing is related to actual knowledge level and/or trust in
the science (*=p<0.05, Chi Square).
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Next, we wanted to examine how the attitudes toward gene editing in the sample are distributed
according to political party affiliation. Thus, we asked the respondents which party they would vote for
if there were a parliamentary election on the coming Monday. The proportion of respondents in each
voter group in the sample reflect the national average of opinion polls for the same period in December
2019 (within a 95 per cent confidence interval), with the exception of the voters of the Red Party
(Rødt), who are slightly over-represented. A summary of some of the most interesting findings is
presented below.
Generally:
Regarding attitudes toward different uses of gene editing between voter groups, we find several overall
trends (Figure 7). The majority of the respondents in all voter groups are positive about using gene
editing for most of the purposes/products that the majority of the total sample are positive about —
i.e. the ‘desired’ products. The voters of the Green Party (MDG) and the Liberal Party (V) are the most
positive in these cases. The groups that stand out in the opposite direction are those who would vote
for the Center Party (Sp) and the Christian Democratic Party (KrF). Although these voters are also more
positive than negative about the ‘desired’ purposes/products, in several cases less than half of them are
positive — and the proportion was consistently lower than in the other voter groups. Similarly, the
majority of all voter groups are negative about purposes/products that the majority of the total sample
are negative about – i.e. the ‘unwanted’ products. For example, there are few differences in attitudes
toward using gene editing for purposes that can be perceived as ‘trivial’, such as changing the
appearance of plant and animal products. In these cases, all voter groups are largely equally negative.
Other groups that stand out are respondents who do not state a clear party affiliation, either because
they are uncertain who they would vote for, do not want to give this information, or cannot or will not
vote in an election. These groups are more negative than other groups and have a larger proportion of
members who report that they do not know how they feel about using gene editing (data not shown).
However, it is not possible to say whether the differences in these groups are due to differences in
political values. Therefore, the analysis and conclusions that follow only focus on the differences
between groups with a stated party affiliation.
To go more in-depth and map nuances within and between the different voter groups, we looked at
variations in attitudes towards different purposes/products. Here, we have chosen four cases of
particular political relevance (Figure 7), and we comment on and discuss the findings in light of overall
political trends.
Climate adaptation of plants:
All constituent groups are positive about this use of gene editing, but to varying degrees. The Green
Party and Liberal Party voters are the most positive, in line with the general tendencies in the voter
groups described above. Almost 80 per cent of the respondents in these groups report that they are
‘very’ or ‘somewhat’ positive. The proportion of respondents who report that they are ‘very positive’ is
highest among Green Party voters, while none of the Liberal Party voters are ‘very negative’. Both
parties have a clear and proactive climate policy.
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Those who would have voted for the parties of the political left — the Labour Party (Ap), the Socialist
Left Party (SV) and the Red Party — take a relative middle position on the use of gene editing for
climate adaptation of plants. Between 60 and 70 per cent are positive, while a fairly small proportion
are negative. We find a similar distribution among those who say they would vote for parties to the
political right — the Conservative Party (H) and the Progress Party (Frp).
On average, the Christian Democratic Party and Center Party voters are least inclined to favour the use
of gene editing for climate adaptation of plants. Nevertheless, the majority of respondents in these
groups are also positive about this purpose/products. Thus, the benefits also appear to outweigh the
disadvantages for the voters of parties that, in general, have restrictive policies on the use of
biotechnology compared to other parties. However, it seems that this theme can be polarizing,
especially among the Christian Democratic Party voters: about two-thirds are positive while one-third is
negative. No one in this group answered ‘don't know’, and only four per cent are neither positive nor
negative. Among the voters for the Center Party, the main agricultural party, more than half have a
positive attitude toward the use of gene editing for climate adaptation of plants, while about 20 per
cent are negative.
High-yielding plants:
This is the purpose for which the voters’ views diverge the most. In several voter groups, the majority
are positive, but not by the same margin as for the other ‘desired’ purposes. The Center Party and
Christian Democratic Party voters are more or less divided down the middle, with the same proportions
expressing negative and positive attitudes. In all voter groups, a greater proportion of respondents also
state that they are neither positive nor negative about this purpose, compared to their attitudes about
other purposes. The results from the focus groups indicate that the respondents have different
perceptions about the potential benefits and disadvantages of increased yields in plants, as discussed in
section 6.2.1, which may also be relevant to the population survey.
Animal (livestock) health:
The use of gene editing to improve animal health is a purpose that the majority of all voter groups are
positive about, although there are interesting nuances here as well. Of note, the Green Party voters are
the group with the second most ‘very positive’ responses but also the most ‘very negative’ ones. Thus,
gene editing in animals appears to be a polarizing theme among these voters. The attitudes of the
Green Party and Liberal Party voters differ regarding gene editing in animals. Among the other parties,
attitudes follow the general trends: most are positive, but with a slightly higher proportion of positive
voters to the political right.
Increased productivity in livestock:
In this case, the majority of all voter groups are negative. However, there are some relevant nuances.
Again, the Green Party and Liberal Party voters separate regarding the use of gene editing on animals,
as the voters of the former are significantly more negative than the voters of the latter. This may be
related to the Green Party’s clear policies on both animal welfare and reduced meat consumption.
Otherwise, the voters on the political right were somewhat less negative than the voters on the political
left.
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Figure 7: Attitudes toward gene editing vary across different Norwegian political voter groups. In four example cases of particular political relevance there are
significant differences between the voters of different Norwegian political parties. Due to the number of analyses and for visual simplicity, significance levels are
not indicated in the figure. The data are normalized to 100 per cent in each voter group. N is shown above each column in the figure. The distribution
corresponds to results from the average of national opinion polls during the same period.
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Organic food is an alternative to conventionally produced food, and in Norway it accounts for about
two per cent of total food sales where there is an organic alternative [14]. Organic food also has a
significant market globally, especially in the Western world. Moreover, the market for organic food is
growing, both in Norway and throughout the world. Studies have shown that consumers particularly
emphasize health aspects when choosing organic food, and concerns about pesticides is one of the
most important considerations [15]. Currently, genetic engineering of plants and animals is not
permitted in organic food production, and the use of chemical pesticides is prohibited. However, the
development of gene editing has renewed the debate, both because it can be used to make genetic
changes that can also be achieved with traditional breeding and because some of the applications are
aimed at purposes that are important in organic food production, such as reduced pesticide use. In
GENEinnovate, one of the sub-projects is focused on developing potatoes that are resistant to late
blight and therefore do not need to be sprayed with pesticides. We wanted to investigate attitudes
toward using such a product in organic food production. In the total sample, a majority (58 per cent) of
the respondents are slightly or very positive about using a gene edited crop plant in organic food
production if it can more easily be cultivated without pesticides (data not shown). Only 16 per cent
report that they are slightly or very negative. More important, however, is understanding what
consumers who actually buy organic food think. When we look at the distribution of attitudes across
categories regarding the type of food the respondents usually prefer to buy, we see that a majority in
all sub-groups are positive about such use of gene editing in organic food production (Figure 8). In the
group of respondents who prefer organic food, just over half are positive, while about a quarter are
negative.

Figure 8: The majority are positive toward using gene editing in organic food production if
it allows crop plants to be cultivated more easily without pesticides, also among those who
prefer to buy organic food in the store. (***p<0.001, Chi-square – within groups).
. Vektet etter kjønn, alder og geografi. Repeated measures ANOVA signifikante forskjeller
(p<0.001) i de individuelle respondentenes holdninger.
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Central to both GMO regulation and the public debate on genetically engineered food are questions
about whether products are safe for human health and the environment. We therefore wanted to
understand the consumers’ concerns about the risks and long-term consequences of gene editing in
Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture.

Similar to the SIFO study [2], the respondents in our survey have some concern about the consequences
for health and the environment of using genetic engineering in plants and animals. The largest group —
just over 40 per cent in both cases — state that they are somewhat worried that gene edited products
could pose a risk to both health (when consumed) and the environment (Figure 9). In total, around 60
per cent respond that they are somewhat or very worried. Less than 20 per cent are somewhat or
entirely unworried.

Figure 9: The majority
are worried that gene
edited food is risky to
health and the
environment.

The level of concern about risks from gene edited products is relatively stable across different
demographic groups, but with some differences. For example, women are slightly more worried about
both health and environmental risks than men, and those with lower education are more worried about
health risks than those with higher education (data not shown). The first of these findings corresponds
to findings from the SIFO study, while the latter is an opposite finding. The differences may be due to
sampling effects. For instance, in our survey, there is a slight over-representation of highly educated
respondents compared to the national average. The SIFO survey does not indicate whether the sample
is representative of education. However, our sample was twice as large as the SIFO sample, which
makes our analyses more robust. The differences may also be due to differences in how the questions
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are formulated and the thematic focus, e.g. we focus on gene editing in Norwegian agriculture and
aquaculture while the SIFO study focused on ‘classical’ genetic modification and international food
production.

We sought to identify whether knowledge of genetic engineering and genetics influences the level of
worry about health and environmental risks associated with the use of gene editing. In our survey, we
find a significant and negative correlation between knowledge about genetically modified food, which
we again use as a proxy for general knowledge about genetic engineering and genetics and worry about
health risks (Figure 10). The less knowledge respondents have about genetically modified food, the
higher their average level of worry (among those who did not respond ‘don’t know’). The proportions of
those that are entirely unworried and those that are very worried (i.e. those with the most extreme
attitudes) are both highest in the group with good knowledge about genetically modified foods. The
relative relationship between these proportions (percentage entirely unworried divided by the
percentage of very worried) is also negatively correlated with knowledge level: The more knowledge
about genetically modified food the consumers have, the larger the proportion of consumers that are
entirely unworried is compared to the proportion of consumers that are very worried (data not shown).
However, there is no significant correlation between the level of knowledge and worry about
environmental risk: Although the proportions of those who are very worried and entirely unworried are
both higher among respondents with more knowledge about genetically modified food, all knowledge
groups were equally worried on average. Furthermore, there is no significant correlation between the
level of knowledge and the relative ratio of those who are entirely unworried and very worried.

Figure 10: Knowledge of genetically modified food is inversely correlated with worry that gene
edited food is risky to health but not to worry about risk to the environment. (**= p<0.01, ***=
p<0.001, Pearson parametric correlation analysis). The data are normalised to 100 per cent in each
knowledge group. N is indicated in the figure.
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These results from the population survey show that many Norwegian consumers are somewhat or very
concerned about the health and environmental risks associated with gene edited foods. Also, in the
focus groups, several respondents stated that genetic modification and gene editing sounded ‘scary’.
However, they emphasized that it seems less scary if the genetic changes are smaller or less extensive,
for example, removing genetic material or adding genes that exist within the species, compared to
adding something entirely new, such as genes from other species.
Today, there is broad consensus in the scientific community and among competent authorities that
perform risk assessments of GMOs that the genetically modified products currently on the international
market are safe to eat. However, health concerns related to genetically modified foods have been
documented in several studies and in surveys in Norway and in other countries [5, 15, 16, 17,18]. In a
Eurobarometer on biotechnology from 2010, 59 per cent of respondents disagreed with the statement
that genetically modified food is safe for their own and their family’s health [1]. In a more recent
Eurobarometer on food safety from 2019 [19], however, genetically modified ingredients in food and
drink were placed quite far down on the list when respondents were asked to choose a maximum of
five topics that they had heard of and were concerned about. Higher on the list of concerns were
antibiotics, hormones, steroids, pesticide residues, environmental toxins, additives, food hygiene, food
poisoning caused by bacteria and infectious disease agents in the food products. A total of 27 per cent
of respondents cited genetically modified food and drink as a concern in this Eurobarometer. However,
in the Norwegian SIFO study from 2017 [2], a larger proportions of respondents (53 per cent) believed
that GMOs would have negative environmental effects, compared with those who believed that GMOs
would pose a health risk (45 per cent).
Of note, the safety of gene edited and genetically modified products are determined by production, use
and product properties, and it is therefore not possible to make any general assumptions based on
which technology is used. Therefore, the approval of GMOs is based on a case-by-case assessment.
In our population survey, a significant majority of the respondents state that they trust that gene edited
and genetically modified products are safe to eat and safe for the environment if approved by the
Norwegian authorities, as presented in the next chapter. Moreover, in the focus groups, trust and
knowledge were highlighted as important topics: Most of the respondents were positive about gene
edited products that contribute to societal benefits and sustainability if the development and
commercialization of the products is based on thorough research. They also emphasized that the
products should be approved by authorities before they are allowed into the market and that
assessments of benefits and risks must be knowledge based.
With regard to other concerns that are not directly related to health and environmental risks, the
participants in the focus groups particularly highlighted aspects related to animal health and welfare.
Many expressed a positive attitude towards gene editing to improve animal health but emphasized that
this depends on the availability of knowledge about what other consequences the genetic changes
could have for the animal. Another recurring topic was concern about the consequences that are not
related to the gene edited products as such but rather the food production systems in which they are
used and how such use can amplify the negative effects associated with the management of natural
resources. For example, they emphasized that gene editing (and other technologies) must be used in
ways that do not create less biodiversity in food or in natural ecosystems.
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The public debate about genetically modified and gene edited food is not only about the specific
products but also often about who is behind them. We therefore wanted to examine consumers’
attitudes toward and trust in different actors involved in bringing products to market.

Previous surveys on Norwegian consumers’ attitudes toward genetically engineered food have focused
on products that already exist on the international market or are under development and intended for
the international market. The conclusion has been that Norwegian consumers are generally quite
negative about such products. We thus wanted to investigate whether it matters who develops the
products and for which markets the products are primarily developed. We first asked the respondents
how positive or negative they generally are about the existing GMO products developed by
international producers intended for the international market (Figure 11, upper panel). Over twice as
many are negative as positive (45 per cent vs. 20 per cent). We then asked how positive or negative
they would generally be if gene edited products were developed by Norwegian researchers and
breeding companies for the Norwegian market (Figure 11, lower panel). In this case, the ratio was the
opposite: about twice as many respondents are positive as are negative (45 per cent vs. 23 per cent).
This indicates that who is behind the development of the products and which market they are intended
for influence consumer acceptance. It is also possible that consumers’ opinions are influenced by which
technology is used, that is, ‘classical’ genetic modification versus gene editing. However, it is difficult to
determine the extent to which this affects their attitudes towards producers/products, which is the
topic of this question. As far as possible, we want to compare the current situation (i.e. previously
documented attitudes towards GMO) with attitudes toward the uses of genetic engineering that are
relevant for GENEinnovate (i.e. gene editing without inserting genes from other species). The
comparison is therefore performed across technologies/technology applications.

Figure 11: Attitudes toward genetically engineered products depend on who is behind the development
of the products. The respondents are more positive about gene edited products developed by norwegian
researchers and breeding companies intended for the Norwegian market than about the genetically
modified products that are developed by international companies for the international market (***=
p<0.001, Paired samples t-test).
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Another relevant aspect to the GENEinnovate partners is whether consumers trust that the products
that may come to the market — if the research and development process is successful — are both safe
and beneficial to society. We therefore asked the respondents how much they trust that Norwegian
researchers and breeding companies would use gene editing in ways that benefit society (Figure 12,
upper panel). We also asked them how much they trust that genetically modified/gene edited products
approved by the Norwegian authorities are safe to eat and safe for the environment, as all products
should be before they come to the market (Figure 12, lower panel). In both cases, the results are quite
similar: The majority respond that they have some, a lot or complete trust (67 and 71 per cent,
respectively). At the same time, a non-negligible proportion of respondents (just under a quarter) have
little or no trust in either case. Among the respondents that indicated they have no trust in product
developers or Norwegian authorities (N = 127 and N = 118, respectively), a high proportion (56 and 66
per cent, respectively) state that they are very worried that gene edited products are risky for health
and the environment (data not shown).

Figure 12: The level of trust that gene edited products developed and approved in Norway are safe
and beneficial to society is fairly high. More consumers have trust (some, a lot or complete trust) that
gene edited products that are developed and approved in Norway are safe and beneficial, than those
who do not have such trust (low or no trust). (***= p<0.001, Chi square – within groups).

Looking at how trust is linked to knowledge about genetically modified food, we see that there is a clear
correlation: the better the respondents’ knowledge about genetically modified food, and thus the
better their actual knowledge about genetic engineering and genetics, the more they trust both
Norwegian product developers and that products approved by the Norwegian authorities are actually
safe to eat and for the environment (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Trust that gene edited products developed and approved in Norway are safe and
beneficial is correlated with knowledge of genetically modified food (**= p<0.01, ***= p<0.001,
Pearson parametric correlation analysis). The data are normalised to 100 per cent in each
knowledge group. N is indicated in the figure.

In the focus groups, the respondents also said that they would be more positive about gene edited
products developed in Norway for the Norwegian market than about products developed by
international producers for the international market. They were also fairly trusting of Norwegian
products being both beneficial to society and safe if approved by the authorities. However, the focus
group participants emphasized that they would be most positive and have more trust if the research
and product development were financed through public funds. This is informative for GENEinnovate,
which is an industry-led innovation project co-financed with public funds from the Norwegian Research
Council. When asked about what level of knowledge about risks they need to be reassured about the
safety of a product, the focus group participants mostly responded that they trust the quality of the
research conducted by Norwegian researchers and the judgement of the Norwegian authorities about
risks and consequences as long as a reasonable risk assessment is done.

An important aspect of the public debate on genetically modified and gene edited food is labelling.
Under current regulations in Norway and the EU, all genetically modified and gene edited products
must be labelled as GMOs, in the interest of consumer choice. However, the consumer does not receive
information about the type of genetic technology used, the trait that has been changed or the purpose
for which it has been changed. As we have seen earlier, these are aspects that are influential on
consumers' attitudes toward gene editing. Here, we examine attitudes towards the labelling of gene
edited products as well as what kind of information consumers want.
As many as 76 per cent of the respondents say that it is very or fairly important that gene edited
products are labelled to indicate that they have been produced by genetic engineering (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Most consumers think that gene edited products should be labelled to indicate that
they are produced with genetic engineering.

However, a large majority want the label to contain additional information (Figure 15). More than 60
per cent of the respondents believe that the label should distinguish between gene editing and
‘classical’ genetic modification. Even more important, in the respondents’ opinion, is knowing which
trait has been changed and for what purpose. Over 80 per cent respond that the label should contain
this type of information.

Figure 15: Most consumers want information about which technology has been used and for
what purpose.
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For GENEinnovate, it is useful to know not only about attitudes toward products in general but also
about what products consumers will actually choose when they buy food in stores. We therefore
wanted to investigate consumer preferences and willingness to pay for gene edited and non-edited
foods.

First, we asked the respondents what they would choose if they could choose between two fairly
similar food products, one of which had been produced using gene editing and the other by traditional
breeding (Figure 16). A majority (just over half) answer that they would choose the non-gene-edited
product. About 40 per cent say that it does not matter, or they do not know what they would choose.
Only six per cent reported that they would deliberately choose the gene edited product. Considering
the varying attitudes toward different purposes for gene editing (Figure 3), this may indicate that
consumers will be more likely to choose gene edited products if they have significant benefits.

Figure 16: Most consumers would prefer a food product that is not gene edited if they could
choose between two fairly similar products made with and without gene editing.
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Although consumers have general preferences for certain types of products, their actual choices will be
influenced by the price of the product. We therefore wanted to investigate the respondents’ willingness
to pay for both gene edited and non-gene-edited foods. First, we asked those who had indicated that
they prefer products made without gene editing, given a choice between two fairly similar products,
the degree to which they are willing to pay extra for such non-gene-edited products. Of these
respondents, just over half state that they are willing to pay extra to some or to a very large extent
(data not shown). These respondents represent 28 per cent of the total sample. This finding is in line
with a survey conducted by the Norwegian University of Life Sciences (NMBU) in 2018, which also found
that the willingness to pay to avoid GMOs was relatively low: Approximately 40 per cent of Norwegian
consumers were not willing to pay anything extra to avoid GMOs in food, and only about every tenth
consumer would pay more than a 20 per cent premium to avoid, for example, genetically modified
salmon [20].
Next, we asked the all the respondents in the survey whether they are willing to pay extra for a gene
edited food product that has a benefit they think is important. Twenty-eight per cent respond that they
are to some or to a very large extent willing to do so (Figure 17). About 58 per cent are to a small extent
or not at all willing to pay extra for gene edited food, even if it has a benefit they think is important.
This result also indicates that price plays an important role in Norwegian consumers’ product choice.
Although most people are positive about using gene editing in Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture
for certain purposes, their willingness to pay is relatively low.

Figure 17: Norwegian consumers have relatively low willingness to pay extra for gene edited
food even if it has a benefit they think is important.

Ethics is at the heart of the debate about genetically modified and gene edited foods. So far, the debate
has largely focused on whether it is ethically acceptable to genetically engineer animals and plants.
However, in the spring of 2019, the Danish Ethical Council published a statement in which they turned
the question around: The majority of Council members argued that it can be ethically problematic not
to use GMO products if the products can help solve important societal problems [21]. The examples
used were genetically engineered crop plants that are adapted to climate change or could contribute to
the prevention of climate change. Accordingly, we wanted to investigate what Norwegian consumers
think of such a statement. We asked our respondents to consider the following claim: ‘It can be
unethical not to use gene editing in crop plants and livestock if it can contribute towards solving
important societal challenges, such as climate adaptation of crops’ (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: The largest group somewhat agree that it can be unethical not to use gene editing
in livestock and crop plants if it can contribute towards solving important societal challenges.

Almost half (48 per cent) of the respondents entirely or somewhat agree with the statement. Almost
one-third (29 per cent) do not know or neither agree nor disagree, while just over one-fifth (22 per
cent) somewhat or entirely disagree. The degree of agreement is inversely correlated with age; that is,
younger respondents agree more than older ones, whereas there was no significant difference between
genders (data not shown). Even more interesting is a significant correlation between the level of
knowledge and agreement with the statement. The more knowledge respondents have about both
genetically modified foods and gene editing, the more they agree that it would be unethical not to use
gene editing in livestock and plants if it can help solve important social problems (Figure 19).
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Figure 19: Knowledge of genetically modified food and gene editing are correlated with
agreement about the statement that it can be unethical not to use gene editing in crop plants
and livestock to solve important societal challenges. (**=p<0.01, ***= p<0.001, Pearson
parametric correlation analysis). The data are normalised to 100 percent in each knowledge
group. N is indicated in the figure.

The correlation is significant both for the mean values in each knowledge group and for the ratio
between the proportion who entirely agree and entirely disagree in each knowledge group. In
particular, the groups with good knowledge about genetically modified foods and gene editing stand
out, where the proportion who entirely agree with the claim is high (31 and 33 per cent, respectively).
However, the percentage of respondents that entirely disagree is also somewhat higher among those
who rate their knowledge of genetically modified foods as good compared to other knowledge groups.
Within this specific sub-group, however, a high proportion (60 per cent) report that they believe that
the item ‘research shows that GMO products on the international market are safe to eat’ is mostly
untrue (the three lowest scores on the trueness scale).

One aspect that often comes up in the public debate about technology in general and genetically
modified foods in particular is the concept of naturalness. In the focus groups, several of the
participants stated that they associate genetic modification with something unnatural. Others argued
that genetic modification is no more unnatural than the breeding of plants and animals, which humans
have been doing since the origins of agriculture. We thus wanted to investigate consumers’ perceptions
of naturalness in relation to the use of gene editing more closely.
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First, we wanted to compare the perception of naturalness of the different breeding methods. Thus, we
asked the respondents to rate the different methods on a ten-point scale from completely unnatural to
completely natural. Looking at the average values for each method (Figure 20), we see that traditional
breeding is regarded as quite natural and more natural than genetic engineering. However, the
consumers do not distinguish between the naturalness of genetic modification and gene editing and
place both these methods in the middle of the scale on average.

Figure 20: Norwegian consumers regard traditional breeding as quite natural, while gene
editing and genetic modification are placed in the middle of the scale.

This finding is interesting given that, in this study, we have defined gene editing as ‘making genetic
changes that mimic those that can occur by themselves in the wild or the changes that could be
achieved through traditional breeding’, while genetic modification is defined as ‘transferring genes
from one organism to another, often across different species’. This may indicate that the degree of
genetic change does not affect consumers’ perception of naturalness. However, we do not know what
the respondents have placed emphasis on in this context. The concept of naturalness is complex, and
the question can also be perceived as a question about values. Other studies have also found that
consumers perceive genetically engineered foods as unnatural [22].

We next wanted to examine whether views on naturalness are related to attitudes toward the use of
gene editing. We find a clear correlation between these variables, as shown in the case of the use of
gene editing to reduce pesticides and crop loss (e.g. potatoes that better resist late blight): The more
negative the respondents are, the more unnatural they perceive gene editing to be (Figure 21, upper
panel). We also observe a clear correlation between the respondents’ perception of naturalness and
their worry about risk: The more worried the respondents are that a gene edited product is risky to eat,
the more unnatural they perceive gene editing to be (Figure 21, lower panel). We find an almost
identical connection between perceptions of the naturalness of genetic modification and attitudes and
worry about risk. The respondents' perceptions of the naturalness of traditional breeding, however, are
independent of these factors, and all groups scored traditional breeding as approximately equally
natural (data not shown).
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Figure 21: Attitudes toward the use of gene editing and worry about risk are related to
perceptions of naturalness. The x-axis in the upper panel shows the degree of positivity/negativity
towards the use of gene editing for reducing pesticides and crop loss, while the x-axis in the lower
panel shows the degree of worry about health risk. Degree of naturalness (average) is indicated
along the y-axis in both panels. ***= p<0.001, Pearson parametric correlation analysis. N is indicated
in the figure.

We also wanted to investigate whether knowledge affects the perception of naturalness. Looking at the
average values for naturalness of gene editing, we find a weak but significant correlation with
knowledge of gene editing and genetically modified foods: The better the knowledge, the more natural
the consumers think that gene editing is. However, the difference between these average values is
small: In all the knowledge groups, the average values are in the middle of the naturalness scale (data
not shown). However, the true variation and differences are not well reflected in the average values, as
many of the respondents indicate naturalness values at the extremes of the scale. We therefore found
it more appropriate to look at the distribution within certain sub-groups. It is especially relevant to look
at the group who state that they have good knowledge of gene editing.
Among the respondents who score their knowledge of gene editing as good but simultaneously say it is
mostly untrue that ‘research shows that GMO products on the international market are safe to eat’, the
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average value for the naturalness of gene editing is 3 (out of 10) – thus fairly unnatural. In comparison,
the average value for the naturalness of gene editing is 6.5 (out of 10) in the group who score their
knowledge of gene editing as good and say it is mostly true that ‘research shows that GMO products on
the international market are safe to eat’. Similar percentages apply to the group who say they have
good knowledge of genetically modified foods (data not shown). Thus, there is a connection between
knowledge about genetic engineering/genetics and the perception of naturalness.
Overall, our results suggest that the perception of naturalness is an important factor for Norwegian
consumers' attitudes toward the use of gene editing in plants and animals, and their level of knowledge
is related to this perception. However, it is not possible to determine whether the perception of
naturalness influences acceptance or whether acceptance influences the perception of naturalness.
Consumers do not distinguish between genetic modification and gene editing in terms of naturalness.
The purpose of making a genetic change thus seems to be more important to consumers than which
genetic technology has been used.
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7. Conclusions
In this study, we have investigated Norwegian consumers’ attitudes toward the use of gene editing in
Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture. The report is based on a quantitative population survey with a
sample size of just over 2,000 respondents, who are nationally representative in terms of age, gender
and geographical region. It is also based on findings from a qualitative study with focus groups.
However, the qualitative study was primarily exploratory and was used to inform the design of the
quantitative survey questionnaire, and the findings cannot be generalized to the population. The
following includes a brief summary of the most important findings, a discussion of the limitations of the
survey and methods and a look forward at possibilities for follow-ups and further research.

Overall, our results show that the majority of Norwegian consumers are positive about using gene
editing in plants and animals if the purpose can be perceived as beneficial to society and to contribute
to sustainable development. Examples are climate adaptation of crop plants, reduction of pesticides
and crop losses and improved animal and fish health. Meanwhile, consumers have negative attitudes
toward the use of gene editing for purposes such as changing the appearance of plant and animal
products or increasing the productivity of livestock. Although most people are positive about using gene
editing for several purposes, many are worried about the risks and consequences of using the
technology. Nevertheless, the majority of consumers have fairly high trust in products developed by
Norwegian researchers and breeding companies and that are approved by the authorities. However,
consumers want information through labelling which should include information about which
technology has been used and for what purpose. For GENEinnovate, these results are informative in
terms of project orientation and future innovations. They can also give an indication of what can be
expected if the innovation process succeeds and products are considered for commercialization.
Our findings show that there are many nuances in consumers’ attitudes toward gene edited foods. In
contrast to several previous studies, in which the approach often is ‘for or against’ the use of genetic
engineering, our results show that the picture is much more nuanced. It is important to emphasize
these nuances in the public debate: What can the technology be used for? Who is behind the
development of the products? For which countries' food production systems are the products
intended? How can consumer trust be safeguarded?
A central theme of the survey is knowledge. We consistently observe that the respondents’ attitudes
and trust depend on their level of knowledge. At the same time, our findings show that the actual
knowledge about gene editing in the population is limited. Only about half of the respondents in the
sample have even heard of the topic of the study — gene editing. Although that is a larger proportion
than in the Eurobarometer from 2019 [19], in which 21 per cent stated that they had heard about gene
editing, few claim to have much knowledge about the technology in our survey. This underlines the
importance of knowledge building in order for consumers to make informed choices and the need for a
nuanced public debate on this topic. Our results suggest that there is a connection between knowledge
about genetic engineering and trust in the underlying science as well as trust and attitudes toward the
use of the technology and those developing the products.
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The survey sample was representative of the Norwegian population in terms of gender, age and
geographical region. However, their attitudes may not be fully representative of Norwegian consumers'
attitudes and reactions to gene edited products that may come to the market in the future. First, the
sample is drawn from Ipsos' online panel, not randomly from the population. Online panels offer an
easy way to conduct population surveys, and the sample is weighted on demographic variables such as
age, gender and geographical region. Still, there is underlying bias in such a selection. For example, the
respondents must have access to the Internet to participate, they are often more educated than the
national average and certain minority groups are often under-represented. All these factors affect
representativeness. The respondents in the survey were also presented with information on gene
editing and other breeding methods before answering questions about their attitudes to ensure that
they all had a sufficient understanding of what we were asking them. Such information will not be
available to consumers who have to decide between products in a store. The way gene edited and all
other genetically engineered products must currently be labelled in Norway and the EU, consumers will
only be informed that the product is classified as a GMO. Limited access to further information about
the product, such as the purpose of making the genetic change and the trait that has been changed, will
likely be a relevant factor to consider in the commercialization of gene edited products and preassessment of the market. Given the large differences in consumers’ attitudes toward the use of gene
editing for different purposes, as we have clearly shown in this study, it is likely that consumers’ choices
will not match their actual attitudes toward a gene edited product due to the lack of sufficient
information.
In this study, we have placed considerable emphasis on the relationship between knowledge and
attitudes. However, there are several limitations that are worth discussing. The topic of this study is
complex, and many consumers have no prior knowledge about it. Thus, the attitudes revealed here are
not based on in-depth knowledge of the topic. It is also likely that some respondents guessed when
answering the questions rather than answering ‘don’t know’ for the four knowledge items in order to
appear more knowledgeable — a known dilemma with this type of knowledge questions. Such guessing
can cause the frequency of answers with middle values on the scale to increase, even though several of
the items have a right and a wrong answer. To further investigate this, we first let the respondents
score their own knowledge about genetic modification and then distributed the answers from the
knowledge items over these self-reported knowledge groups. The tendency to answer ‘don't know’ or
to enter a middle value is relatively low in the total sample. More importantly, it is lowest in the groups
with good self-reported knowledge and highest in the groups with low self-reported knowledge,
especially among those who say they have never heard of genetic modification. We therefore have
confidence that the connection between self-reported and actual knowledge is real, and the
conclusions about the connection between attitudes and knowledge are valid. However, there are
certain limitations to the use of simplified measurement variables as the basis for our conclusions. We
often use the variable ‘knowledge about genetically modified food’ as a proxy for a broader level of
knowledge, as there is a relatively good correlation between self-reported knowledge and actual
knowledge about genetic engineering and genetics based on the trueness scores of the four items
related to the topic. Simplifying knowledge measurements into one variable was also necessary for
feasibility. However, it is not possible to define an absolute level of knowledge for each respondent
based on our data since the knowledge part of our survey is of limited scope. The respondents may also
have different knowledge of different aspects related to the same overall topic. The conclusions are
therefore drawn with the proviso that the respondents’ true knowledge might be more varied and
different than what we find in our analyses. Ideally, we would also have preferred to use ‘knowledge of
gene editing (CRISPR)’ as our primary measurement variable rather than ‘knowledge of genetically
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modified food’, as the study is mainly about gene editing. However, since a significantly lower
proportion of the respondents have knowledge of gene editing, this would have weakened the
statistical analyses.
We will also comment on some general perspectives on food and technology. Often, the debate about
genetically engineered food is not about technology itself but rather about larger political and societal
aspects. For example, conversations in the focus groups revealed that several participants are
concerned with issues of sustainability and animal welfare related to meat consumption and the
livestock industry. Hence, their attitudes toward the use of gene editing in livestock could largely be
linked to such overall views. Several respondents in the focus groups expressed that they were negative
about the use of gene editing in livestock because they were principally opposed to the livestock
industry.
A related issue concerns the population’s knowledge about food production in general. In the focus
groups, it was challenging to discuss, for example, the use of gene editing to develop pigs that do not
have to be castrated (by affecting hormonal sex development) because most of the focus group
participants were unaware that male pigs are currently surgically castrated and why it is done (to
prevent boar taint, which gives the meat a pungent taste and smell). The topic of pig castration itself
generated so many negative reactions that it was difficult for the respondents to evaluate the case, and
it was unclear whether several of them understood that gene editing could actually help reduce the
need for surgical castration or whether they thought it would lead to more castration. The word
hormones also resulted in immediate negative associations, regardless of the scientific rationale of the
effects of the gene editing. We therefore chose to exclude this case from the subsequent population
survey because it would have been particularly difficult to judge what the respondents placed emphasis
on in their answers and whether they understood the purpose of the gene editing. It is also evident
from both the focus groups and the population survey that many consumers have limited knowledge
about genetics and breeding in general. For example, 35 per cent of the respondents in the population
survey score the item ‘ordinary tomatoes do not have genes, while genetically modified tomatoes do’
as more true than untrue or indicate that it is impossible to judge. Additionally, over 40 per cent
thought it was more true than untrue that ‘traditional breeding has nothing to do with genes’ or that
this item is impossible to judge. This highlights the need for knowledge building regarding how the
development of livestock and crop plants is done, both with and without genetic engineering, and how
food is produced.

This survey has given us new knowledge about the Norwegian population's attitudes toward the use of
gene editing in Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture. Finally, we highlight some opportunities for
further studies that could help build even better knowledge about the topic.
The data collected from the survey make it possible to perform many more analyses than were feasible
within the scope of this report. This applies both to questions that have not been used and to
relationships between variables that have not been analysed. For example, it is possible to investigate
the relationships between attitudes and consumer habits more closely, such as diet and food shopping
preferences. These are aspects we have gathered information about but not included in the analyses.
Furthermore, it is also possible to take a closer look at how attitudes are divided into sub-groups in the
sample. For example, it would have been interesting to examine how political views are linked to trust,
knowledge and views on ethics. It would also be useful to supplement the study with other methods to
consider the complex issues related to the use of genetic engineering in more detail. Lay conferences
and other more complex dialogue formats could provide a more representative information base on,
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for example, perspectives on values in the population. It would also be interesting to conduct a followup study in which half of the respondents are presented with information texts about gene editing and
other methods for developing crop plants and livestock while the other half does not receive such
information before evaluating cases of different uses of gene editing and other questions. In this way,
we could estimate the effects of receiving prior information on attitudes toward the use of gene
editing.
In this study, we specifically wanted to examine Norwegian consumers’ attitudes toward the use of
gene editing for the development of products intended for production in Norway. Thus, it is not
possible to generalize the results to other populations. It would be interesting to see results from
similar studies in other countries, especially in Europe, with questions adapted to the national context
in each case. In order to facilitate such comparisons, we refer to the Appendix, which includes the
complete questionnaire where central questions on which the conclusions of this analysis are based are
highlighted.
Through this study and other project activities, GENEinnovate aims to contribute to knowledge building
in the population about the opportunities and challenges related to gene editing. Broader efforts and
focused strategies for strengthening public knowledge are nevertheless important, as we expect that
technological possibilities, knowledge management, policy and public dialogue on gene editing will
become increasingly important for Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture and society overall in the
future.
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9. Appendix

Questionnaire used for population survey about
Norwegian consumers’ attitudes toward gene editing
in Norwegian agriculture and aquaculture
(translated from Norwegian)
Questions used for analyses:
qage

What is your age?

 range:*
Years:

qgender

1

Are you...

 range:*
Male



1

Female



2

Østfold



1

Akershus



2

Oslo



3

Hedmark



4

Oppland



5

Buskerud



6

Vestfold



7

Telemark



8

qregion

What region in Norway do you live in?

 range:*
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qregion

What region in Norway do you live in?

Aust-Agder



9

Vest-Agder



10

Rogaland



11

Hordaland



12

Sogn og Fjordane



14

Møre og Romsdal



15

Trøndelag
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Nordland



18

Troms



19

Finnmark



20

Primary school (up to 10 years education)



1

High school (11-13 years education)



2

College/university, undergraduate (1-3 years)



3

College/university, postgraduate (4 years or more)



4

No



1

Yes, in school/ high school



2

Yes, reading for a bachelor or similar



3

Yes, reading for a masters degree or higher



4

Yes, other education



5

qedu

What is your highest completed education?

 range:*

qstud

Are you currently in education?

 range:*

Information

This is a survey about development of plants, animals and other organisms through different methods of
changing their DNA.
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How much do you know about the following?
 range:*
I have good
knowledge
1

I have some
knowledge
2

I have only
heard of this
3

I have never
heard of this
4

Genetically modified food









1

Gene editing (often called CRISPR)









2

Now you will be presented with a few statements that can be more or less
true. For each item, please evaluate whether it is mostly true or mostly
untrue.
 range:*
Most
ly
untr
ue

Impo
Most ssibl
ly e to
true judg
e
10
11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9























1

There are
approved
genetically
modified foods
in Norwegian
food stores























2

Traditional
breeding has
nothing to do
with genes.























3

Research
shows that the
genetically
modified
products
currently found
on the
international
market are
safe to eat.























4

 rot:r
Ordinary
tomatoes do
not have
genes, while
genetically
modified
tomatoes have
genes.

Information

Over the next three pages you will get explanations about three different methods for developing novel
traits in crop plants, livestock and fish that can be used in agriculture and fish farming.
Please read through each explanation and click next when you are done.
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Information

Traditional breeding, used since the Stone Age
All plants, animals and microorganisms contain thousands of genes (DNA) that determine their traits. In nature,
genetic changes arise naturally that cause the traits to change. This is used to breed crops and livestock with
desirable traits, which is done by crossing individuals with different desired traits. This is the way humans around
the world have adapted plants and animals to agriculture for thousands of years.

Information

‘Classic’ genetic modification from the 1970s and 1980s
This method was developed by scientists in the 1970s and 1980s. It involves transferring genes from one organism
to another, often between species. The method has mostly been used to transfer genes from bacteria to plants to
make the plants more tolerant to herbicides or resistant to insects, which allows bigger crops.

Information

Gene editing, the latest method
This method makes it possible to make targeted changes to the DNA, for example, removing, adding or exchanging
genes or parts of genes (a common method is called CRISPR). In the examples in this study, gene editing refers to
making genetic changes that mimic those that can happen by themselves in the wild or the changes one could get
through traditional breeding (e.g. inserting genes from one potato variety into another potato variety). In these
cases, no genes from other species are inserted. The purpose of gene editing is to adapt plant and animal traits.

Based on what you know and the information you have now read, how
positive or negative are you to using gene editing (the newest method) on
crop plants and livestock in Norwegian agriculture and fish farming, if the
purpose is to:
 range:*
Very
positive

Somewhat
positive

1

2

Neither
positive nor
negative
3

Somewhat
positive

Very negative

4

5

Don’t know,
impossible
to answer
6













1













2

 rot:r
Adapt a crop plant
to a changing
climate, e.g. wheat
that better
tolerates drought
or precipitation?
Improve nutritional
content of a crop
plant, e.g.
tomatoes with
more Vitamin C or
antioxidants?
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Based on what you know and the information you have now read, how
positive or negative are you to using gene editing (the newest method) on
crop plants and livestock in Norwegian agriculture and fish farming, if the
purpose is to:
Reduce pesticides
and crop loss, e.g.
blight resistant
potato?













3

Develop high
yielding crop
plants, e.g. wheat
with more or larger
seeds?













4

Change cosmetic
traits in plant
products, e.g. fruits
or vegetables with
a different colour?













5

Improve animal
(livestock) health,
e.g. cattle or pigs
that are resistant to
infectious disease?













6

Reduce the
environmental
impact of
aquaculture, e.g.
sterile salmon that
does not
interbreed with wild
salmon if it
escapes?













7

Improve fish
health, e.g. salmon
that are resistant to
sea lice?













8

Develop high
yielding livestock,
e.g. cattle with
increased muscle
mass or milking
capacity?













9

Change cosmetic
traits in animal
products, e.g.
salmon with more
brightly pink
coloured meat?













10
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How natural or unnatural do you consider the following methods to be?
 range:*
Com
plete
ly
unna
tural
1

9

Com
plete
ly
natu
ral
10

Impo
ssibl
e to
ans
wer
11

2

3

4

5

6

7

8























1

‘Classic’
genetic
modification
from the 1970s
and 1980s























2

Gene editing,
the latest
method























3

 rot:r
Traditional
breeding, used
since the
Stone Age

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
 range:*
Entirely
agree

Somewhat
agree

1

2

Neither
agree nor
disagree
3







Somewhat
disagree

Entirely disagree

Don’t know

4

5

6







 rot:n
It can be unethical
not to use gene
editing in crop
plants and
livestock if it can
contribute towards
solving important
societal
challenges, such
as climate
adaptation of
crops.

1

Information

The rest of the questions are about gene editing (the latest method)
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How worried or unworried are you that gene edited products present risks
to your health (when eaten)?
 range:*
Very worried



1

Somewhat worried



2

Neither worried nor unworried



3

Fairly unworried



4

Entirely unworried



5

Don’t know



6

How worried or unworried are you that gene edited products present risks
to the environment?
 range:*
Very worried



1

Somewhat worried



2

Neither worried nor unworried



3

Fairly unworried



4

Entirely unworried



5

Don’t know



6

Imagine that gene editing makes it easier to cultivate crop plants without
pesticides. How positive or negative are you towards using such a plant in
organic food production?
 range:*
Very positive



1

Somewhat positive



2

Neither positive nor negative



3

Somewhat negative



4

Very negative



5

Don’t know, impossible to answer



6
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The genetically modified products currently on the international market are
developed by international companies. How positive or negative are you
towards such products?
 range:*
Very positive



1

Somewhat positive



2

Neither positive nor negative



3

Somewhat negative



4

Very negative



5

Don’t know, impossible to answer



6

How positive or negative would you be if gene edited products are developed
for the Norwegian market by Norwegian researchers and breeding
companies?
 range:*
Very positive



1

Somewhat positive



2

Neither positive nor negative



3

Somewhat negative



4

Very negative



5

Don’t know, impossible to answer



6

How much do you trust that Norwegian researchers and breeding companies
would use gene editing in ways that benefit society and the environment?
 range:*
Complete trust



1

A lot of trust



2

Some trust



3

Low trust



4

No trust



5

Don’t know



6
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In Norway, all genetically modified/gene edited products must be approved
by the authorities after health and environmental risk assessments. How
much do you trust that such approved food products are safe to eat and safe
for the environment?
 range:*
Complete trust



1

A lot of trust



2

Some trust



3

Low trust



4

No trust



5

Don’t know



6

How important or unimportant is it to you that gene edited products in the
store are labelled to indicate that they have been produced with genetic
engineering?
 range:*
Very important



1

Somewhat important



2

Not particularly important



3

Not important at all



4

Don’t know



5

Should the label also distinguish between gene editing (the latest method)
and ‘classical’ genetic modification (from the 1970s and 1980s)?
 filter:\q14=1:2
 range:*
Yes



1

No



2

Not important



3

Don’t know



4

Should the label also contain information about the trait that has been
changed and the purpose for making it?
 filter:\q14=1:2
 range:*
Yes



1
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Should the label also contain information about the trait that has been
changed and the purpose for making it?
No



2

Not important



3

Don’t know



4

Imagine that you could choose between two fairly similar food products, one
produced by gene editing and the other without gene editing (by traditional
breeding). Which of the two would you prefer?
 range:*
Not important to me



1

The food product made with gene editing



2

The food product made without gene editing



3

Don’t know



4

To what extent would you be willing to pay extra for food that is non-geneedited?
 filter:\q17=3
 range:*
To a very large extent



1

To some extent



2

To a small extent



3

Not at all



4

Don’t know



5

To what extent would you be willing to pay extra for gene edited food that
has a benefit you think is important?
 range:*
To a very large extent



1

To some extent



2

To a small extent



3

Not at all



4

Don’t know



5

Information

And finally some questions for statistical purposes.
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What type of food do you prefer when you go food shopping?
 range:*
Organic food



1

Conventionally produced food



2

Varies between different food categories



3

Doesn’t matter



4

Don’t know



5

Which political party would you vote for if there were a parliamentary
election on the coming Monday?
 range:*
The Red Party (Rødt)



1

The Socialist Left Party (SV)



2

The Labour Party (Ap)



3

The Center Party (Sp)



4

The Green Party (MDG)



5

The Christian Democratic Party (Krf)



6

The Liberal Party (Venstre)



7

The Conservative Party (Høyre)



8

The Progress Party (Frp)



9

Other Party



10

Don’t know



11

Do not wish to say



12

Would not / cannot vote



13
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Questions that were asked but not used in the analyses:
Hvor enig eller uenig er du i følgende utsagn?
 range:*
Helt enig

Litt enig

1

2

Hverken
enig eller
uenig
3





‘Classic’ genetic
modification (from
the 1970s and
1980s) of crop
plants can be
ethically
unacceptable



Gene editing (the
latest method) of
livestock can be
ethically
acceptable
Gene editing (the
latest method) of
crop plants can be
ethically
unacceptable

Litt uenig

Helt uenig

Vet ikke

4

5

6









1











2













3













4

 rot:r
‘Classic’ genetic
modification (from
the 1970s and
1980s) of livestock
can be ethically
acceptable

Would you accept that Norwegian politicians to a larger extent than today
facilitate the use of gene edited (the latest method) products, if it will enable
more Norwegian researchers and breeding companies to develop products
for Norwegian food production?
 range:*
Yes, that is acceptable



1

No, that is unacceptable



2

Unsure, don’t know



3

I regularly eat animal and non-animal products (omnivorous)



1

I don’t eat meat or fish, but I eat other animal products (e.g. eggs, cheese and milk) (vegetarian)



2

I don’t eat anything that comes from animals, fish or other sea food (vegan)



3

Which of these statements best describes your current diet?
ONLY ONE CHOICE POSSIBLE
 range:*
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Which of these statements best describes your current diet?
ONLY ONE CHOICE POSSIBLE
I sometimes eat meat or fish (flexitarian)



4

I don’t eat meat, but I eat fish (pescetarian)



5

Other:

Open

How important is it to you that the food you eat is natural?
 range:*
Very important



1

Somewhat important



2

Not particularly important



3

Not important at all



4

Don’t know



5

Large city



1

Suburb



2

Small or medium sized town



3

Village



4

Sparsely populated area



5

No



1

Yes, one child



2

Yes, two children



3

Yes, three children



4

Yes, four or more children



5

What best describes the area in which you live?
 range:*

Are there children under 18 currently living in your household?
 range:*

Comments

Do you have comments about these topics that you think are relevant for us
to know?
Open
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